Bilateral subcortico-cortical coherences were evident at rest in Parkinson's disease. Peak frequencies of sub-beta and beta coherences were identical in each patient. Subcortico-cortical coherences correlate with UPDRS motor scores in the OFF state.
Introduction
Although Parkinson's disease (PD) is a well-defined neurodegenerative disease, its pathophysiology is not well understood (Brown, 2003; Hammond et al., 2007) . Deep brain stimulation (DBS), which is used to treat the motor symptoms of PD, provides a unique opportunity to investigate subcortico-cortical interactions by allowing simultaneous recording of local field potentials (LFPs) in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and electroencephalogram (EEG) in the cerebral cortex. Emerging evidence supports the idea that the symptoms of PD are associated with excessive synchronization of oscillatory activities in the basal ganglia, including the STN (Levy et al., 2002; Cassidy and Brown, 2003; Priori et al., 2004; Kühn et al., 2005) . Oscillatory activities are synchronized not only locally within the STN, but also between the STN and the ipsilateral cerebral cortex (Marsden et al., 2001; Lalo et al., 2008) . This coupling of neuronal activities has been demonstrated in terms of coherence between subcortical STN LFPs and cortical EEG in PD patients at rest (Williams et al., 2002; Fogelson et al., 2006; Hirschmann et al., 2011; Litvak et al., 2011) STN and the motor cortex (MCx), which are generally distinguished by their frequencies: the sub-beta frequency band (sub-beta band) in the 3-13 Hz range and the beta frequency band (beta band) in the 14-35 Hz range (Lalo et al., 2008) .
A number of clinical studies have demonstrated that unilateral STN DBS in PD patients has small but significant bilateral effects (Liu, 2002; Chung et al., 2006; Slowinski et al., 2007; Tabbal et al., 2008) . This phenomenon may be explained by the existence of not only unilateral but also bilateral functional connectivity in the STN. Recently, de Solages et al. (2010) have shown that betaband oscillations are coherent between the left and right STN in PD patients at rest. Moreover, Fogelson et al. (2006) have shown significant coherence between the STN and contralateral MCx, although it was weaker than that between the STN and ipsilateral MCx. These studies suggest that in PD, the STN is abnormally coupled with a broad range of bilateral subcortical and cortical regions; however, the details of this abnormal coupling are poorly understood. It remains unclear whether abnormal functional coupling exists simultaneously at subcortical and cortical levels, because the couplings of the STN with the ipsilateral MCx, the contralateral MCx, and the contralateral STN have been confirmed only in separate studies. Furthermore, if they are simultaneously present, it is unknown how bilateral subcortical and subcortico-cortical couplings resonate with each other. Bilateral STN and MCx oscillations may be functionally coupled with similar frequencies, like functional oscillations between bilateral STN (Bronte-Stewart et al., 2009) , or the bilateral STN and MCx may communicate in different and isolated frequencies.
To answer these questions, it is necessary to investigate the functional couplings between the STN and contralateral STN (STN-cSTN), STN and ipsilateral MCx (STN-iMCx) , and STN and contralateral MCx (STN-cMCx) by simultaneous recording of STN LFPs and MCx EEG. In this study, we evaluated functional coupling using coherence analysis and focused on coupling amplitude (peak amplitude) and frequency of peaks (peak frequency) in each frequency band. In addition to coherence analysis, we analyzed the partial coherence to further interpret the functional coupling and computed the Granger causality to evaluate the causal influences between subcortical and cortical activity.
Methods

Patients and surgical procedure
We studied 11 PD patients (6 male and 5 female; age, 58.8 ± 8.7 years; disease duration, 14.2 ± 5.3 years) treated by STN DBS, as shown in Table 1 . The present study was approved by the ethics committees of the Tokyo Metropolitan Neurological Hospital (Tokyo, Japan) and the Faculty of Science and Technology, Keio University (Kanagawa, Japan). The study was explained to all patients and all patients provided their informed consent.
The patients were diagnosed as having PD on the basis of the UK PD Society Brain Bank clinical diagnostic criteria (Daniel and Lees, 1993) . The indication for surgical treatment was the development of a 'wearing off' phenomenon during levodopa treatment. Parkinsonian symptoms during medication were evaluated with Part III of the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) during the ON and OFF states. The subscores of the UPDRS III included in this analysis were rigidity (item 22), tremor (items 20 and 21), bradykinesia (items 23-26 and 31), and postural instability/gait disturbance (PIGD, items 29 and 30) .
In all patients, DBS electrodes were implanted bilaterally into the STN in a single operation. Stereotactic surgery was performed by the standard method using a Leksell stereotactic frame (Elekta Instruments, Norcross, GA, USA) and a microelectrode recording system (Medtronic Neurological Division, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The target coordinates were determined from T2-weighted magnetic resonance images and were 2.5 mm posterior to the midpoint of the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line (Y), 5.0 mm inferior to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line (Z), and 10-11 mm lateral from the midline (X), corresponding to the ventral border of the STN. Microelectrode recordings were performed one track at a time, and spontaneous neuronal activities and responses to passive and active movements were recorded. After detection of the zona incerta, a successful track usually recorded neuronal activities in 5-6 mm of the STN. The electrical stimuli (1.0-3.0 mA, 60 ls, 130 Hz) were applied through the recording electrode and clinical responses and side effects were observed. The appropriate track was selected on the basis of: (1) STN neuronal activities over 5 mm along the track, (2) movement-related neuronal activities, and (3) good clinical responses to electrical stimuli without side effects. The DBS electrodes (Model 3389; Medtronic), which have four contacts, were implanted therein. Contact 0, the most ventral contact, was placed in the ventral portion of the STN, and contact 3, the most dorsal contact, was placed in the zona incerta. Contact locations were confirmed on postoperative magnetic resonance images.
Postoperative LFPs, EEG and electromyogram (EMG) recordings
Two days after the operation and before the implantation of pulse generators, STN LFPs, scalp EEG, and EMG recordings were made during 8 min of rest. Patients were withdrawn from their anti-Parkinsonian medication at least 12 h prior to the recordings. 
Data analysis
Data were analyzed using Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) and Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). FC3-C3 and FC4-C4 EEG signals were calculated offline by subtracting the C3 signal from the FC3 signal and by subtracting the C4 signal from the FC4 signal, respectively. STN LFPs were calculated for DBS contact pairs 0-1, 1-2, and 2-3 by subtracting the signal of the contact pair from the signal of the adjacent contact pair.
Power spectra
The discrete Fourier transform and its derivations, calculated in accordance with the method of Halliday et al. (1995) , were used for power spectral analysis. LFPs and EEG power spectra were calculated by dividing the waveform signal into 468 sections of the same duration of 1,024 ms (1024 data points without overlap). Each section was windowed (Hanning window) and the magnitude of the discrete Fourier transform of each section was squared and averaged to form the power spectrum, yielding a frequency-resolution of 0.987 Hz. STN LFPs were calculated for the three bipolar contact pairs of the DBS electrodes, and the bipolar contact pair that showed the highest power in each frequency band (i.e., subbeta and beta bands) on each side of each patient (see Table 1 ) was used in the subsequent coherence, partial coherence, and Granger causality analyses.
Coherence
To investigate the bilateral functional couplings at the subcortical and cortical levels in detail, coherence was evaluated between the following couplings: (1) left STN and right STN (STN-cSTN), (2) left STN and left MCx (lSTN-lMCx), (3) left STN and right MCx (lSTN-rMCx), (4) right STN and right MCx (rSTN-rMCx), and (5) right STN and left MCx (rSTN-lMCx). Coherence (Rosenberg et al., 1989; Halliday et al., 1995) was used to estimate the linear correlation between simultaneously recorded data (0 6 coherence 6 1; 0, independent; 1, perfect linear correlation). Coherence can be calculated by direct substitution of the appropriate spectra using the following equation:
where P xx ðf Þ and P yy ðf Þ are the averaged autospectra of the signals X and Y throughout the segments for a given frequency f, respectively.
P xy ðf Þ is the average cross-spectrum between these two parameters throughout the segments. The threshold for significant coherence at p < 0.05 (Th) was calculated using the following equation based on the standard method developed by Halliday et al. (1995) :
where n is the number of non-overlapping segments used for averaging the periodogram and p is the confidence limit. To further clarify the significance level, we also analyzed coherence values that were calculated from shuffled time-series data. For each channel of data used for the calculation of coherence, we created 10,000 pairs of surrogate signals that were randomly permutated every 1024 ms (1024 data points). The data from each LFP and EEG channel were permuted separately. Then, we obtained the significance level from the mean coherence values across the 10,000 pairs in the frequency range of 3-50 Hz. In addition, to minimize the potential risk that the coherence value was judged significant because of statistical error, the significance level was Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons throughout the frequency bins within the frequency range of 3-50 Hz (46 bins) (Kilner et al., 2000; Ushiyama et al., 2011) . Significant coherence was defined only when the coherence exceeded both of the significance levels from the two different methods.
Coherence spectral peak
After estimating the coherence of STN-cSTN and STN-MCx, we examined the coherence profiles by focusing on the frequency and amplitude of their peaks. The coherence spectral peaks were identified by the method of de Solages et al. (2010) with the following modifications: (1) each peak must have a confidence level over 95%, and (2) for detecting a peak at low frequencies of 6, 5, 4, and 3 Hz, the number of bins for the calculation corresponded to 5, 4, 3, and 2 bins, respectively, instead of 6 bins. We investigated the similarity of the coherence peak frequencies in each frequency band between the subcortical coupling (i.e., STN-cSTN) and each of the subcortico-cortical couplings (lSTN-lMCx, rSTN-rMCx, lSTNrMCx, and rSTN-lMCx), giving four combinations in each frequency band in each patient. The detected peaks were used to identify paired peaks, i.e., peaks that showed a minimal frequency difference, in each combination on the basis of the method established by de Solages et al. (2010) . Peaks were classified as unpaired when there was no paired spectral peak with a minimal frequency difference in that combination. After identifying the paired peaks, we calculated the mean frequency difference of each paired peak and the correlation between the paired peaks of each combination in each frequency band.
To verify whether the peak frequencies were characteristic of individual patients, all the detected peaks from all patients were shuffled among patients. We created 10,000 surrogate data sets of 11 randomly permuted pairs. Then, the frequency differences and the correlations of these surrogate data sets were also calculated. Finally, the frequency differences and correlation coefficients of the paired peaks within patients were compared to those of the shuffled peaks among patients in each frequency band.
Next, to analyze the relative strength of the spectral peaks among the subcortical and cortical couplings, we compared the amplitudes of the detected peaks of subcortico-cortical couplings (lSTN-lMCx, rSTN-rMCx, lSTN-rMCx, and rSTN-lMCx) in the subbeta and beta bands. The statistical analysis of peak coherence amplitude was conducted using Welch's method, which is valid whether or not the two couplings have similar variance.
Lastly, we investigated the relations between the peak coherence amplitude and the behavioral scores in patients with PD. The detected peak coherence amplitudes were averaged across the couplings (i.e. STN-iMCx, STN-cMCx, and STN-cSTN) in each patient in the following frequency bands: sub-beta (3-13 Hz), beta (14-35 Hz), and sub-beta/beta (3-35 Hz) bands. For the behavioral scores, we used the total score and each subscore of UPDRS III during ON and OFF states. We computed the correlation coefficient between these coherence values and behavioral scores.
Partial coherence
Partial coherence can estimate the functional coupling that is not shared with a third source. For example, STN-cSTN coherence may be influenced by STN-MCx coherence. To further address functional couplings without the effects of a third source, we analyzed the partial coherence between STN and cSTN, between STN and iMCx, between STN and cMCx, and between MCx and cMCx in all 11 patients. We computed the multivariate modeling based on BSMART, which was developed by Cui et al. (2008) . The amplitude of partial coherence was tested using a multiway layout analysis of variance (ANOVA). The three factors were patient, coupling (STN-cSTN, STN-iMCx, STN-cMCx, MCx-cMCx), and frequency (sub-beta, beta).
Granger causality
The STN LFPs and MCx EEG in 11 patients were analyzed by Granger causality (Granger, 1969) to estimate the direction of causal influence among subcortico-cortical couplings (STN-iMCx and STN-cMCx). Pair-wise bivariate modeling was computed based on BSMART. Granger causality was tested using a factorial ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. The five factors were patient, direction (MCx?STN, STN?MCx), coupling (STN-iMCx, STN-cMCx), frequency (sub-beta, beta), and hemisphere (left, right).
Results
Coherence of STN-cSTN and STN-MCx
We estimated the bilateral subcortico-cortical and subcortical functional coupling using the coherence of STN-cSTN and STNMCx, and analyzed the characteristics of the coherence profiles by focusing on the frequency and amplitude of their peaks.
Coherence profiles
From simultaneous recordings of bilateral STN LFPs and MCx EEG at rest, we confirmed the simultaneous existence of significant coherence between the STN and the contralateral STN (STN-cSTN) , between the STN and the ipsilateral MCx (STN-iMCx, i.e., lSTNlMCx and rSTN-rMCx), and between the STN and the contralateral MCx (STN-cMCx, i.e., lSTN-rMCx and rSTN-lMCx) in the sub-beta and beta bands in all PD patients. Fig. 1 shows typical STN-cSTN , STN-iMCx, and STN-cMCx coherence spectra (Patient 4). Fig. 2 shows the peak frequencies and amplitude of STN-cSTN, STNiMCx, and STN-cMCx coherence in all patients.
Peak frequency
Although the peak frequencies of coherence varied from patient to patient, the peak frequencies of the STN-cSTN, STN-iMCx and STN-cMCx coherences appeared similar within each individual patient (Fig. 2) . To evaluate this similarity, we identified the paired peaks that showed a minimal frequency difference between coherence profiles in each patient. The paired peak frequencies were compared in the following combinations: STN-cSTN vs. lSTNlMCx, STN-cSTN vs. rSTN-rMCx, STN-cSTN vs. lSTN-rMCx, and STN-cSTN vs. rSTN-lMCx (Table 2, Fig. 3 ).
In the sub-beta band, the paired peaks were located around 5-10 Hz. In the beta band, the paired peaks showed a clear bimodal distribution and were located around 13-20 Hz (low-beta) and 20-35 Hz (high-beta; Fig. 3 ). There were 10-12 (mean 11 ± 0.82) paired peaks in the sub-beta band and 18-20 (mean 19 ± 0.96) paired peaks in the beta band. A few unpaired peaks were also detected (2.8 ± 1.0 in the sub-beta band and 3.3 ± 0.96 in the beta band; Table 2 ). The mean frequency difference between the paired peaks of the four combinations was 0.59 ± 0.06 Hz in the sub-beta band and 1.6 ± 0.13 Hz in the beta band, suggesting that the frequencies of the paired peaks were almost the same within individual patients. Moreover, the paired peak frequencies of STN-cSTN coherence were highly correlated with those of STN-iMCx (lSTNlMCx and rSTN-rMCx) and STN-cMCx (lSTN-rMCx or rSTN-lMCx) coherence (r = 0.82-0.96, p < 0.001). To test whether these similarities in paired peak frequencies were truly significant, we calculated the differences and the correlation coefficients of paired peak frequencies from 10,000 sets of randomly permutated coherence profiles (see Section 2).
In each combination (i. e. STN-cSTN vs. lSTN-lMCx, STN-cSTN  vs. rSTN-rMC, STN-cSTN vs. lSTN-rMCx, and STN-cSTN vs . rSTN-lMCx) and in each frequency band (i.e. sub-beta and beta) the mean frequency difference of the paired peaks in patients was lower than the 2.5th percentile of the mean frequency difference obtained from 10,000 shuffled paired peaks (Table 2 ). In addition, the correlation coefficient of the paired peaks in patients was higher than the 97.5th percentile of the correlation coefficient obtained from 10,000 shuffled paired peaks (Table 2) . These results support the existence of idiosyncratic patterns of peak frequencies that were characteristic of individual PD patients and not common across PD patients.
Peak amplitude
From the detected peaks of STN-MCx coherence, we compared the peak amplitude among four couplings (lSTN-lMCx, rSTNrMCx, lSTN-rMCx, and rSTN-lMCx) in the sub-beta and beta bands using Welch's method (Fig. 4) . In the sub-beta band, the peak amplitudes were not different among the four couplings (t = 0.357-1.697, p = 0.112-0.726). In the beta band, the peak amplitudes of the ipsilateral couplings (lSTN-lMCx and rSTNrMCx) or contralateral couplings (lSTN-rMCx, rSTN-lMCx) were not different from each other (t = À0.524 to À0.115, p = 0.604-0.909), but the peak amplitudes of the ipsilateral couplings were significantly different to those of the contralateral couplings (t = 2.659-2.757, p = 0.014-0.031). For each coupling, the peak amplitude was not significantly different between the sub-beta and beta bands (t = 0.700-2.120, p = 0.051-0.049). Therefore, the peak amplitude of STN-MCx coherence differed across couplings only in the beta band, not in the sub-beta band, and the peak amplitude of STN-iMCx coherence in the beta band was higher than that of STN-cMCx coherence in the beta band, regardless of hemisphere.
Peak frequency, peak amplitude, and UPDRS
To investigate the functional meaning of the detected peak coherences between bilateral STN and MCx, we evaluated the correlation between the sub-beta, beta, and sub-beta/beta coherence peak amplitudes and the total UPDRS III score in the ON and OFF state (Fig. 5) . We found that the peak amplitude of sub-beta/beta and beta coherence between bilateral STN and MCx was significantly correlated with the total UPDRS III score in the OFF state (p < 0.01 and <0.05, respectively), but not in the ON state (p = 0.07 and 0.23, respectively). The peak amplitude of sub-beta coherence was not significantly correlated with total UPDRS III score in the ON or the OFF state (p = 0.11 and 0.08, respectively). We also computed the correlation coefficients between these coherence values and UPDRS subscores for tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and PIGD. There was no significant correlation between the peak amplitude of coherence in any band and any of the UPDRS subscores (p = 0.08-0.89). 
Partial coherence of STN-cSTN, STN-iMCx, STN-cMCx, and MCxcMCx
The ANOVA showed that the two main effects, i.e., frequency (F = 80.3, p = 1.88EÀ14) and coupling (F = 136.8, p = 2.86EÀ35), and the interaction between frequency and coupling (F = 83.6, p = 3.74EÀ27) were significant (Fig. 6 ). In the sub-beta band: (1) MCx-cMCx coherence was significantly greater than the coherence of other couplings (p = 5.36EÀ34); (2) STN-iMCx coherence was significantly greater than STN-cMCx coherence (p = 3.96EÀ42) but was similar to STN-cSTN coherence (p = 0.232); and (3) STNcSTN coherence was significantly greater than cSTN-MCx Table 2 The number of paired and unpaired coherence peaks in the coherence spectra for each of the four combinations (STN-cSTN vs. lSTN-lMCx, STN-cSTN Fig. 3 . The peak frequencies of STN-iMCx (top two graphs) and STN-cMCx (bottom two graphs) coherence plotted against the peak frequencies of STN-cSTN coherence in the sub-beta (left two graphs) and beta (right two graphs) bands. The peak frequencies of STN-iMCx and STN-cMCx coherences are highly correlated with those of the STN-cSTN coherence. In the sub-beta band, the peaks are grouped in the 5-10 Hz range. In the beta band, the peaks show a bimodal distribution and occur in the 15-20 Hz range (lowbeta) and the 20-35 Hz range (high-beta).
coherence (p = 0.041). In the beta band: (1) STN-iMCx coherence was significantly greater than STN-cMCx (p = 6.86EÀ11) and STN-cSTN (p = 0.005) coherence, but was similar to MCx-cMCx coherence (p = 0.457); and (2) STN-cSTN coherence was significantly greater than STN-cMCx coherence (p = 0.005). MCxMCx coherence in the sub-beta band was greater than the coherence of any other couplings in the sub-beta band. STN-iMCx coherence was greater than STN-cMCx coherence in both the beta band and the sub-beta band.
Granger causality between STN and MCx
The ANOVA showed that two main effects, i.e., direction (F = 62.38, p = 1.32EÀ05) and coupling (F = 30.65, p = 0.0002), and the interaction between direction and coupling (F = 10.212, p = 0.009) were significant. There was a significant difference in the causal relation between STN?MCx and MCx?STN for ipsilateral and contralateral couplings (p = 1.398EÀ05 and 0.008, respectively; Fig. 7 ). There was significant difference in the causal relation for STN?MCx between ipsilateral and contralateral couplings (p = 0.05). However, there was a significant difference in the causal relation for MCx?STN between ipsilateral and contralateral Fig. 4 . The peak amplitude of STN-iMCx (lSTN-lMCx and rSTN-rMCx) and STN-cMCx (lSTN-rMCx and rSTN-lMCx) coherence in the sub-beta and beta bands. In the beta band, there was a significant difference in the peak amplitude between lSTN-lMCx and lSTN-rMCx, and between rSTN-rMCx and rSTN-lMCx, i.e., a significant difference between STN-iMCx and STN-cMCx. There was no significant difference between the four couplings in the sub-beta band and between the same couplings of the sub-beta and beta bands. Asterisks ( ⁄ ) indicate significant difference in peak amplitude of coherence. couplings (p = 0.0001), whereby the causal relation was significantly higher for MCx?iSTN than for MCx?cSTN. Thus, there was a strong directional relation from MCx to STN. In particular, the directional relation from MCx to STN in the ipsilateral hemisphere showed the strongest connectivity among all of the couplings (Fig. 7) . Patients' characteristics, frequency, and hemisphere did not have an influence on the effective connectivity.
Discussion
In the present study, STN LFPs and MCx EEG were recorded in PD patients, and their coherences and causalities were analyzed. The main findings of this study were as follows: (1) Functional couplings between STN and cSTN, STN and iMCx, and STN and cMCx existed simultaneously in the sub-beta and beta bands in the resting state; (2) The peak frequencies of STN-cSTN coherence significantly correlated with those of STN-iMCx and STN-cMCx coherence in the sub-beta and beta bands, indicating that the subcortical and subcortico-cortical couplings were functionally connected at the same frequency in the sub-beta and beta bands in each patient; (3) The amplitude of the peak coherence between bilateral STN and MCx was significantly correlated with the total UPDRS score in the OFF state; and (4) Granger causality analysis indicated that causality in the MCx?STN direction was significantly stronger than that in the STN?MCx direction, and causality in the iMCx?STN direction was the strongest of all of the couplings.
Bilateral subcortical and subcortico-cortical functional couplings
Many studies have shown that abnormal synchronization in the STN is related to the pathophysiology of PD. Neuronal discharges within the STN synchronized to abnormal beta oscillations of STN LFPs (Kühn et al., 2005) . These STN LFPs were coherent with activities in the iMCx, supplementary motor area, and cMCx in multiple frequency bands (Marsden et al., 2001; Fogelson et al., 2006; Lalo et al., 2008) . More recent studies have shown that abnormal LFP oscillations in the left and right STN were coupled with each other. These results of these studies indicate that abnormal STN oscillations are likely to influence the cortical and/ or subcortical areas bilaterally. In the present study, we confirmed the existence of simultaneous functional coupling of STN-cSTN, STN-iMCx, and STN-cMCx in the resting state. Moreover, we found that the peak frequencies of STN-cSTN, STN-iMCx, and STN-cMCx coherences were different among patients, but were almost the same within each patient, suggesting that the abnormal STN oscillations in the sub-beta and beta bands were functionally coupled among bilateral STN and MCx at the eigen-frequency in individual patients with PD.
Different characteristics of sub-beta and beta coherent activities
Our study showed clear differences between STN-iMCx and STN-cMCx functional couplings in the sub-beta and beta bands. Firstly, in the beta band, the STN-iMCx coherence had a larger peak amplitude than the STN-cMCx coherence. Moreover, the descending connection from the iMCx to the STN showed the strongest causality of all STN and MCx couplings. Anatomically, this functional connection from MCx to iSTN has been well demonstrated. MCx inputs can reach the iSTN via the striatum and the external segment of the globus pallidum (Alexander et al., 1986; Alexander and Crutcher, 1990) . Alternatively, this directed coherent activity from MCx to iSTN may occur via the cortico-STN hyperdirect pathway, which links the MCx to the STN directly without relay at the striatum and plays a crucial role in motor information processing (Nambu et al., 2002) . Previous studies have shown that beta-band coherence is greater at rest than during movement, and is suppressed during movement (Cassidy et al., 2002; Kühn et al., 2006a) . Kühn et al. (2006b) confirmed that the beta LFP oscillation in the STN had a significant relation to the feed forward organization of movement and was relatively independent of peripheral feedback. From these observations, it is natural to think that strong beta-band coupling in the MCx?iSTN direction at rest reflects a similar function for motor information processing.
We also found that the beta-band coherence peak frequencies were divided into two frequency components, the low-and highbeta bands. Litvak et al. (2011) suggested that subcortico-cortical coupling in the high-beta band is greater and relatively less modulated by dopaminergic therapy than that in the low-beta band. Priori et al. (2004) reported that low-beta oscillations in the STN were greatly decreased by clinically effective levodopa administration, and high-beta oscillations were decreased to a lesser degree. In the present study, half the patients showed peaks in both the low-and high-beta bands, 30% of the patients showed peaks in only the high-beta band, and 9% of the patients showed peaks in only the low-beta band. We computed the relations between low-beta, high-beta, and beta coherences and the subscores of the UPDRS III in the ON and OFF states. Some studies have reported that cortico-subcortical beta coherence was negatively correlated with UPDRS akinesia and rigidity subscores in the OFF state, but not with UPDRS tremor subscore (Chen et al., 2010; Hirschmann et al., 2013) . Our results were different from these reports. There were no correlations between the beta-band coherence and the UPDRS subscores. However, the coherence of the beta band was positively correlated with the total UPDRS III score. The coherence of the sub-beta/beta band showed a similar correlation with the total UPDRS III score. Recently, numerous studies have reported that the administration of levodopa reduced STN beta power, and the levodopa-induced reduction was positively correlated with the change in bradykinesia/rigidity score, but not the change in tremor score (Kühn et al., 2006a,b; Weinberger et al., 2006; Ray et al., 2008; Reck et al., 2009) . The relation between beta-band oscillation and parkinsonian symptoms has attracted attention. However, Kühn et al. (2009) emphasized that levodopa-induced suppression of oscillatory power in the STN LFP was observed not only in the beta band, but across a broad band from 8 to 35 Hz, and that suppression across this entire range was related to improvements in rigidity and bradykinesia. In summary, although it is difficult to directly compare previous studies with our current study, our results showed that the beta and sub-beta/beta coherences between bilateral STN and MCx were correlated with the total UPDRS III score in the OFF state, but not the ON state, and support the idea that abnormal resting bilateral subcortico-cortical couplings are related to the symptoms of PD.
In the sub-beta frequency range, we found strong coherence of STN-cSTN, STN-iMCx, and STN-cMCx. Our finding of strong STNcSTN coherence in the sub-beta band as well as in the beta band differs from a previous report by de Solages et al. (2010) , and this may be due to differences in the experimental paradigms. In our study, we recorded data when patients had their eyes closed during 8 min of rest, whereas de Solages et al. (2010) recorded STN LFPs at rest after performance of a task that involved passive or active movement. Thus, the attention level of the patients may have been lower in our study than in the study of de Solages et al. (2010) .
In the sub-beta band, STN-cMCx coherence was comparable to STN-iMCx coherence, whereas in the beta band, STN-cMCx coherence was weaker than STN-iMCx coherence. This means that the sub-beta couplings among bilateral STN and MCx were common rather than regionally specific. Interestingly, two recent studies of STN LFPs and magnetoencephalography in PD patients independently reported that alpha oscillations (8-13 Hz) were present across a broad network of regions including the bilateral STN, temporoparietal cortices such as the superior temporal gyrus, and the brainstem (Hirschmann et al., 2011; Litvak et al., 2011) . STN activity was coherent with superior temporal gyrus activity in the alpha band during a motor task, and was not modulated by movement or by administration of levodopa (Hirschmann et al., 2013) . Thus, STN-MCx coherence in the sub-beta band at rest may not play a role in the basal ganglia-cortex sensorimotor loop and may reflect attention or awareness rather than the pathological symptoms of PD. In our patients there was no significant correlation between the sub-beta coherence profiles and total UPDRS III score or the UPDRS III subscores for tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, or PIGD in the OFF and ON states.
Similarity of bilateral subcortico-cortical and bilateral subcortical coherence profiles
We found that the coherence peaks of STN-cSTN, STN-iMCx, and STN-cMCx in the sub-beta and beta bands were highly correlated within each patient, although the peak frequencies and number of peaks varied among patients. Bronte-Stewart et al. (2009) and de Solages et al. (2010) investigated the power spectra of the left and right STN at rest and found a clear similarity between them in each patient. Our analysis demonstrated that the coherence profiles are also similar across the STN-iMCx, STNcMCx, and STN-cSTN couplings in individual patients with PD. This finding means that each patient has his/her own intrinsic frequencies of sub-beta and beta coherent activities, suggesting that abnormalities in the networks among bilateral basal ganglia and cortical sites may occur at the eigen-frequencies of individual patients with PD. Furthermore, the mean amplitude of the STNiMCx, STN-cMCx, and STN-cSTN peak coherences in the frequency range of interest (3-45 Hz) was significantly related to the integrated behavioral score (total UPDRS III score) in the OFF state, suggesting that these detected peaks of coherence between bilateral STN and MCx may be related to the symptoms of PD.
There are a number of candidate networks that may contribute to bilateral subcortico-cortical couplings and bilateral subcortical couplings, including bilateral cortico-striatal inputs to the putamen (Nambu et al., 1996; Takada et al., 1998; Inase et al., 1999) and bilateral connections between the STN and the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) (Hammond et al., 1983; Jackson and Crossman, 1983; Lavoie and Parent, 1994) . Both the putamen and the PPN have a crucial role in the control of bilateral movements. Electrical stimulation to the putamen occasionally evoked bilateral movement of the hands (Crutcher and DeLong, 1984a,b; Alexander and DeLong, 1985a,b) . Recent studies have suggested that the PPN is important for controlling locomotion (for review, see Nutt et al., 2011) . Grabli et al. (2013) reported that gait and balance disorders were induced by bilateral 1-methyl-3-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine lesions to the PPN in monkeys. By contrast, low-frequency stimulation of the PPN mildly alleviated gait and falls in patients with advanced PD (Stefani et al., 2007; Ferraye et al., 2010; Moro et al., 2010) . From these studies, we can speculate that our finding of simultaneous resonance in STN-cSTN, STN-iMCx, and STNcMCx in the sub-beta and beta bands during rest, which was characteristic of each PD patient, may be due to functionally different networks among bilateral subcortico-subcortical, subcorticocortical, and cortico-cortical levels.
Limitations of the present study
We should stress some of the limitations of our experimental approach. First, it should be noted that coherence is vulnerable to common noise. For instance, common non-sinusoidal waveforms rather than independent biological oscillations across channels have a significant negative influence on the coherence calculation. To minimize this possibility, we verified that the different frequency bands (i.e. sub-beta and beta bands) and subcortico-cortical couplings (i.e. STN-iMCx, STN-cMCx, STN-cSTN) showed different coherence distribution.
Second, we should consider the volume conduction of synchronous neural activity in brains, which increases the noise in the coherence function. To cope with this issue, we used bipolar recordings from macroelectrodes to avoid a common scalp reference that may have contaminated depth signals with cortical EEG.
Third, coherence enables the detection of functionally related neuronal populations that are spatially separated from each other. However, because of the high number of connections within the basal ganglia network and between the basal ganglia and the cortex, the information flow of these structures likely involves multiple neuronal populations, rather than direct links between them. Thus, it is difficult to clearly identify the neuronal pathways that contribute to functionally related neuronal populations using our technical approach.
Summary
In summary, our study suggests that subcortical and corticosubcortical connections oscillated at a characteristic frequency in individual PD patients in both the sub-beta and beta bands over two hemispheres, and the oscillations of bidirectional couplings in the cortico-subcortical connections were the same between the two hemispheres. In the sub-beta band, the magnitudes of the couplings were not significantly different. However, in the beta band, the magnitude of the STN-iMCx coupling was stronger than that of the STN-cMCx. The causality was the strongest from MCx to iSTN.
